Product sheet Focal
Personal robotics

People without a usable hand function can still perform all kinds of
essential tasks with a robot manipulator. Users of personal robots
do place high demands on installation, operation and reliability –
Focal can meet them all.

Social robotics

Social robots stimulate communication and interaction, and that
elicits joy, for dementia patients and people with a mental disability,
for example. Focal offers reliable products that have proven to live
up to their promises.

Dynamic arm supports

Dynamic arm supports assist people with less muscle strength
in carrying out various tasks. Focal is the leading developer
and manufacturer of arm supports and offers a very large range
of products.

Meal supports

Eating devices assist people with a limited or missing hand
function when eating or drinking. To eat on your own, whatever,
whenever – Focal provides numerous solutions.

Modular headrests

Due to their adjustable three-piece system, the modular head
supports offer a solution to complex support needs. Focal offers
a wide range of products and has many years of experience in
applying these products.

Headrest adjustment mechanisms

People who require a complex head support frequently have need of
being able to set or adjust its position themselves. Focal developed
various head support carriers that make this possible.

Individual wheelchair adaptations

Modern wheelchairs are gradually becoming more modular,
but are still not always suitable for every user. Thanks to a modern
workshop and based on extensive experience, Focal can handle
any kind of modification.

Wheelchair accessories

Reliable and convenient accessories, in particular those used for
turning away or carrying devices on the wheelchair (including a
chin joystick), are hard to obtain elsewhere. Focal creates them
and provides an ever increasing assortment!
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Wheelchair control systems

Standard wheelchair controls often fall short when the wheelchair
becomes a carrier of various other technologies as well. Maximum
operating simplicity by integrating functions of special control
elements is what is needed. Focal is very experienced in this field.

Ventilator integration

For people who qualify for respiratory support on their wheelchair,
safe and expertly assembled equipment is of great relevance.
Focal provides cases, integrates the controls, tests and steadily
works toward better solutions.

Workplace adaptations

Adaptations at work or at school often have to be customized
to individual requirements. Whether it concerns a special table
or an adaptation of a machine, Focal can take care of it.

Environmental control systems

Being able to independently open doors, close curtains, operate audio
and video appliances – despite limited mobility – such activities are
made possible by environmental controls. Focal has all the solutions,
and is the expert in cases where manual control is challenging.

Augmentative and alternative communication
Communication aids are intended for people with a speech
or language problem. Focal selected aids with lots of content,
built with extensive knowledge of language production and
interaction processes.

Therapy Aids

Focal supplies therapy aids for rehabilitation and training. Focal
products mostly have a focus on devices compensating the effects of
gravity during training thus allowing for a better or longer training.
In addition products from renown other manufacturers are sold.

Solutions for people with complex care needs
Focal Meditech BV is a developer, manufacturer and distributor
of contemporary devices. Devices that can make life a little better
for people with a disability. The product range primarily concerns
the field of mechatronics. The products meet the highest
standards of quality and are the result of a close collaboration
between the R&D department and device users.
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